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zNext PU Chip Overview

- IBM mainframe microprocessor chip for the next generation of System z servers

- 32nm SOI technology
  - 597 mm² (23.7mm x 25.2mm)
  - 15 layers of metal, 7.68 miles of wire
  - 2.75 Billion transistors
  - I/Os: 10000+ Power, 1071 Signal
    - SMP connections to external Hub chip (SC)
    - I/O Bus Controller (GX)
    - Memory Controller (MC) with prefetching

- Chip Features (vs. z196)
  - 6 new cores per chip (vs. 4)
  - Core-Dedicated (vs. shared) Co-Processors
  - 48 MB EDRAM on-chip shared L3 (2x)

- Processor Core Features
  - 2nd Generation out-of-order design
  - Speed & feed improvements
  - Microarchitecture innovations
  - Architecture extensions for software exploitations, e.g.,
    - Hardware Transactional Memory
    - Runtime instrumentation
Smarter Systems for a Smarter Planet

**Speed: Higher Operating Frequency**

- **z900** – Full 64-bit z/Architecture
- **z990** – Superscalar CISC pipeline
- **z9** – System level scaling
- **z10** – Deep Pipeline, Arch. extensions
- **z196** – Out-Of-Order (OOO), Additional Architectural Extensions
- **zNext** – OOO+, Architectural Extensions, Enablement for new Software Paradigms

- 2000: 770 MHz
- 2003: 1.2 GHz
- 2005: 1.7 GHz
- 2008: 4.4 GHz
- 2010: 5.2 GHz
- 2012: 5.5 GHz
- 2012: zNext

- 2000: Z900
- 2003: Z990
- 2005: z9
- 2008: z10
- 2010: z196
- 2012: zNext

- Millions of transistors on Processor Chip

- GHz
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Speed: Higher Operating Frequency

- Technology + Design Optimizations
  - Provides higher performance & capacity
  - Maintains unmatched reliability
  - Supports Peak workload 24x7
  - At similar power constraints

- z900 – Full 64-bit z/Architecture
- z990 – Superscalar CISC pipeline
- z9 – System level scaling
- z10 – Deep Pipeline, Arch. extensions
- z196 – Out-Of-Order (OOO), Additional Architectural Extensions
- zNext – OOO+, Architectural Extensions, Enablement for new Software Paradigms
Feed Improvements: Maximizing Out-of-Order Window

- Improved dispatch grouping efficiencies
  ➔ More instructions per group
  - Reduced cracked instructions overhead
  - Increased branches per group to 2
  - Added Instruction Queue (InsnQ) for re-clumping

*clumps – parcel of instructions delivered from instruction fetching
Feed Improvements: Maximizing Out-of-Order Window

- Increased out-of-order resources ➔ More out-of-order groups
  - Multi-grouped instructions speculative completion
  - Increased Global Completion Table (GCT) entries to 30x3 (+25%)
  - Increased usable physical GR entries to 80 (+25%)
  - Increased physical FR entries to 64 (+33%)
Feed Improvements: Maximizing Out-of-Order Window

- Increased execution bandwidth
  - More instructions issued per cycle
  - Added Virtual Branch Queue (VBQ) for relative branch queuing
  - Added Virtual Branch Unit (VBU) for relative branch execution
  - Increased effective issue queue size to 32x2 (+60%)
  - Increased issue bandwidth per cycle to 7 (+40%)
z196 Pipeline (recap)

Diagram based on Brian Curran’s HOTCHIP 22 presentation
Feed Improvements: Accelerating Specific Functions

- **Short-circuit executions**
  - Common idioms executed during dispatch
  - e.g. initializing a GR with zeros

- **D-Cache (SRAM design) with banking support**
  - 32 banks for concurrent 2 read and 1 write operations
  - Faster cache writes reduce future load-use delays

- **Dedicated Fixed-point divide engine resulting in 25-65% faster operations**

- **Millicode (Vertical Microcode) operations**
  - Selective hardware execution
    - Translate, Translate and Test, Store Clock
  - Shorter startup latency
    - Move Character variations, Co-Processor operations
  - Hardware assists for prefetching (target cache level & coherency state)
    - Move Character Long variations
  - Dedicated hardware for Unicode conversion (UTF8 <> UTF16)
Micro-Architecture Innovations: Branch Prediction

- Branch Prediction is essential in improving performance
  - 2\textsuperscript{nd} level BTB (BTB2) for capacity (more than 3x)
  - Fast re-Indexing Table (FIT) for latency (up to 33% reduction)

### Branch Prediction Logic

- **BTB1 and BHT**
  - 4k entries (1k x 4)

- **FIT**
  - 64 entries

- **Speculative BHT & PHT**
  - 3+2 entries

- **PHT**
  - 4k entries

- **CTB**
  - 2k entries

- **L2 BHT (SGO)**
  - 32k entries

- **BPOQ**
  - 6 entries

- **Ifetch**

---

### Table: Branch Prediction Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>BTB1 and BHT</th>
<th>FIT</th>
<th>Speculative BHT &amp; PHT</th>
<th>PHT</th>
<th>CTB</th>
<th>L2 BHT (SGO)</th>
<th>BPOQ</th>
<th>Ifetch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BTB1</strong></td>
<td>4k entries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIT</strong></td>
<td>64 entries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speculative BHT &amp; PHT</strong></td>
<td>3+2 entries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **BTB2**
  - 24k entries (4k x 6)

- **BTBP**
  - 128x6

- **New branches**
  - Used
  - Evict

Diagram & Table based on Eric Schwarz’s 2011 VAIL presentation
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- Micro-Architecture Innovations: Branch Prediction
  - Branch Prediction is essential in improving performance
  - 2\textsuperscript{nd} level BTB (BTB2) for capacity (more than 3x)
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**Micro-Architecture Innovations: Cache Subsystem**

- **Split Level 2 Cache (instead of unified)**
  - 1M-byte Instruction, 1M-byte Data
  - Inclusive of instruction-L1 (64 Kbyte) and data-L1 (96 Kbyte)
  - Bigger aggregate L2 with shorter latency

- **Integrated data-L2 directory**
  - data-L2 directory is merged into data-L1 directory
  - Logically indexed like in data-L1 directory
  - L2 Hit / miss knowledge at L1 miss time

  ➔ L1 miss, L2 hit latency reduced by up to 45%

- **Store “Gathering” Cache**
  - circular queue of 64 entries of half-lines (128 bytes)
  - merges stores to same half-line post L1 updates
  - reduces pipeline usage for stores in L2 and L3
  - Hardware Transactions storage updates

  ➔ Store traffic to L3 typically reduced by ~50%

---

Modeling Data provided by Jim Mitchell @ IBM Poughkeepsie
Targeted Architectural Extensions

- 2 Gigabyte Page support

- Decimal Floating Point Extension
  - Instructions to convert numeric data between 2 formats:
    - zoned fixed-point decimal, and
    - decimal floating point

- Instruction Processing Directives
  - Branch preload instructions
    Specifies the address of a branch instruction and its target to be installed into branch prediction tables (through BTBP)
  
  - Data access intent instruction
    Specifies what operands of the next instruction may be further accessed for
    e.g. getting a cache line exclusive on a load for future store
    e.g. keeping access-once line at current Least-Recently-Used (LRU) position
Architectural Differentiation Extension: Transactional Execution

- General Purpose Multiprocessor Support
  - Instructions specifying start, end, and abort of a transaction
  - Pending storage updates are “shielded” from other processors until transaction completes
  - Implemented at heart of CPU (core+L1) for performance
  - Heavy focus on support for software usage and debug
  - “Constrained Transaction” with hardware auto-retries for code simplification

- Prototype benchmark with HTM
  - Showed ~2x improvements and better scalability (slope)

Prototype Data provided by Jerry Zheng, Marcel Mitran @ IBM Toronto
Architectural Differentiation Extension: Runtime Instrumentation

- Low overhead profiling with hardware support
  - Instruction samples by time, count or explicit marking
- Sample reports include hard-to-get information:
  - Event traces, e.g. taken branch trace
  - “costly” events of interest, e.g. cache miss information
  - GR value profiling
- Enables better “self-tuning” opportunities
Summary: zNext will.....

- Be used in a new family of IBM System z mainframe servers

- Sustain IBM’s mainframe leadership in computing capacity and performance without sacrificing any reliability, with
  - Up to 6 active cores per chip
  - 48M-byte shared on-chip L3 cache
  - uniquely designed low-latency private L2 cache
  - >24K target and >32k direction branch histories
  - Numerous micro-architectural enhancements*

- Provide architecture extensions*, and be the 1st general purpose microprocessor to support
  - hardware transactional memory
  - software self-directed run-time profiling

- Be amongst the fastest microprocessors @ 5.5 GHz
  - joining z196 @ continuous clock-speed of >5 GHz

* Not all features and extensions described in this presentation
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